Correction of instrument line shape in Fourier transform spectrometry using matrix inversion.
A novel matrix inversion approach is proposed to correct several contributions to the instrument line shape (ILS) of a Fourier transform spectrometer. The matrix formalism for the ILS is first quickly reviewed. Formal inversion of the ILS matrix is next discussed, along with its limitations. The stability of the inversion process for large field-of view- (FOV-) limited and highly off-axis line shapes is investigated. The effect of inversion on the noise that is present in the spectrum is also presented. Use of classical iterative inversion methods, coupled with efficient synthesis algorithms, is proposed as a way to drastically speed up the inversion process. The method is applied to correct HBr spectra obtained from a laboratory spectrometer that has an adjustable field of view. ILSS from six FOVs are brought to the same spectral axis and to the same ideal sinc shape.